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I love the mesh back panel, which is like the one on my Osprey Aura 65, for keeping me cool on
the long day hikes in town. This is a great pack designed for women that feels great.
The first thing that surprised me on this pack was the size I needed. I got this pack before I got
my Aura and was unsure of my Osprey sizing. I got some help at my local store in getting fitted.
I ended up with the XS/S.
Once all of the straps were adjusted and hooked together, this pack felt great. I'm heavy chested
and the shoulder straps didn't bother me as some models do. The hips straps really allowed the
weight to be held easily. The whole pack was very easy to adjust.
The water reservoir has a wide mouth and is easy to fill, but if overfilled, you can feel it. I love
the mesh back on the pack. It really helped me remain cooler and not end up a sweaty mess,
allowing the sweat to evaporate.
There is an easy access pocket on the front where I put my rain coat, and it has a rain cover
included in the bottom pouch of the pack. I also like the magnetic attachment to hold the bite
piece in place and out of the way. I do wish it came in different colors (I went with green).
So overall: Very easy to use, compresses down quite a bit for short jaunts, excellent quality
material, I think the volume of the pack is correct, feels stable throughout my hikes.
I have used this pack for day hikes throughout Anchorage, Matanuska Glacier, Glenallen, Wasilla,
Kenai, Homer, Soldotna. I am looking forward to taking it out of state, and would easily use it for
a carry-on. This bad boy has been through hot hikes, rainy weather, and took it like a champ.

